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Abstract1
Switched networks have an increasingly important role in
real-time communications. The IEEE ethernet standards
have defined prioritized traffic (802.1p) and other QoS
mechanisms (802.1q). The Avionics Full-Duplex Switched
Ethernet (AFDX) standard defines a hard real-time network
based on switched ethernet. In the process of defining the
new MAST2 model, the network elements have been
enhanced to include switches and routers. This paper
introduces the schedulability model that will enable an
automatic schedulability analysis of an application using
switched networks.

1.

This paper introduces the model elements required to
add network switches and routers into the MAST mo del.
These elements will allow an aut omatic schedulability
analysis of applications using switched networks.
The paper is or ganized as follows. In Section 2 we
present a general overview of the MAST2 model, and we
focus on the network modelling elements in Section 3. The
new elements introduced to model network switches are
presented in Secti on 4, and si milarly in Section 5 for
network routers. Section 6 introduces the new m odelling
elements for AFDX networks and switches together with a
simple example using these elements. Finally, Section 7
gives our conclusions.

Introduction

MAST (Modeling and Analysis Suite for Real-Time
Applications) [2][4] defines a model to describe the timing
behavior of real-t ime systems designed to be analyzable
via schedulability analysis techniques. MAST also provides an open-source set of tools to perform schedulability
analysis or other timing analysis, with the goal of assessing
whether the system will be able to meet its timing requirements, and, via sensitivity analysis, how far or close is the
system from meeting its timing requirements.
The model defined in MAST is very si milar to the
model defined in the standardized UML profile for realtime embedded systems called MARTE [5]. A new
enhanced model is cu rrently being defined as a p roject
called MAST2, t rying to incorporate new m odelling
elements that can be found in real systems. It is expected
that the ideas introduced in MAST2 will contribute to the
future evolution of the MARTE standard.
Some of the new elements being defined in MAST2 are
network switches and routers. Switched networks are being
used increasingly to bui ld real-time systems, as new
network switches incorporate the real-time mechanisms
being defined in standards such as IEEE 80 2.1p with
prioritized traffic, 802.1q with various QoS mechanisms
[6], or th e Avionics Full-Duplex Switched Ethernet
(AFDX) [1] that defines a hard real-time network based on
switched ethernet.
1. This work has been f unded in part by the Spanish Ministry of
Science and Technology under grant number TIN2008-06766-C03-03
(RT-MODEL), and by the European Commission under project FP7/NoE/
214373 (ArtistDesign).

2.

Overview of the MAST2 Model

A real-time system is mo delled in MAST2 usin g
different independent views for descri bing the ex ecution
platform, the software modules and messages exchanged
through the networks, the concurrent architecture, and the
workload and flow of events for a particu lar configuration
of the app lication. This in dependence among the various
elements of the model is ideal for building a full model
through the com position of partial models developed
independently.
The
execution pla
tform
view
contains
Processing_Resources such as Processors and Networks,
together with their Schedulers and associated
Scheduling_Policy elements. Each of these elements
contains attributes that describe their timing behavior
including overheads such as context switching, interrupt
service, or system timers. Processors have a relative speed
and Networks have a bandwidth expressed in bits per time
unit. MAST2 also defines elemen ts to describe clock
synchronization mechanisms.
The operations view contains the elements that describe
the usage of the processing resources, through Operations.
Code_Operations model the execution of sequential code
with a g iven execution time distribution, while
Message_Operations represent data of a given size that is
sent through a network. The Code_Operation abstract class
is specialized with Simple_Operation and Composite_Operation, while Message_Operation is s pecialized with
Message and Composite_Message.
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pkg Com ponent View

CPU1: Regular_Processor

Platform view
CAN_Bus: Packed_Based_Netw ork

Speed_Factor = 1.0

Throughput = 1.0e6

Speed_Factor = 0.5

...

...

...

Host

CPU2: Regular_Processor

Host

Host

CPU1_Sched: Prim ary_Scheduler

CAN_Sched: Prim ary_Scheduler

CPU2_Sched: Prim ary_Scheduler

Policy = Fixed_Priority_Policy

Policy = FP_Packet_Based_Policy

Policy = Fixed_Priority_Policy

...

...

...

Scheduler

Scheduler

Scheduler

Concurrent architecture view
Sender: Thread

Message_Stream : Com m unication_Channel

...

...

Step_Schedulable_Resource

Receiver: Thread
...
Step_Schedulable_Resource

Scheduling_Parameters

Step_Schedulable_Resource

SP: Fixed_Priority_Param s

Scheduling_Parameters

Scheduling_Parameters

M: Fixed_Priority_Param s

RP: Fixed_Priority_Param s

Priority = 12

Priority = 1200

Priority = 14

...

...

...

Real-Tim e situation view
E1: Periodic_Event

E2: Internal_Event

E3: Internal_Event

E4: Internal_Event

Period = 1.0e-2

...

...

...

...

Output_Event

Output_Event

Input_Event

Output_Event

Input_Event

Input_Event

Observer_List
Sndr: Step

Data_Step: Step

Recvr: Step

...

...

...

TR: Hard_Global_Deadline
Deadline = 0.8e-2
...

Step_Operation

Step_Operation

Step_Operation

Operations view
Send: Sim ple_Operation

Data: Message

Receive: Sim ple_Operation

Worst_Case_Execution_Time = 1.23e-3

Max_Message_Size = 1600

Worst_Case_Execution_Time = 3.45e-3

...

...

...

Figure 1. MAST2 elements of the simple distributed example

The concurrent architecture view contains the
Schedulable_Resources that represent schedulable entities
in a Processing_Resource. The Thread models a unit of
concurrent execution in a processor (a task, single-threaded
process, thread, or interrupt service routine) while the
Communication_Channel models a mess
age stream
transmitted through a network with specific scheduling
parameters. Schedulable_Resources have a reference to the
Scheduler where they a re scheduled, and the associated
Scheduling_Parameters that a re used by the scheduler to
arbitrate access to the processing resource.
The real-time situation view represents a particula r
mode of operation of a real-time system. It is modelled as a
set of concu rrent End_To_End_Flows (previously called
transactions) that compete for the resources offered by the

platform. Each end-to-end flow is activated from one or
more Workload_Events, and c ontains a se quence of Steps
that are executed in the system. Each Step represents the
execution of an Operation (Code_Operation for a
processor or Message_Operation for a net work) by a
Schedulable_Resource. When a Step finishes its exec ution
it generates an Internal_Event that may, in turn, activate
other Steps. Special Event_Handlers exist in the model to
CPU1

CAN Bus

CPU2

Sender
Task

Data
Message

Receiver
Task

Figure 2. Example with a simple distributed application
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handle events in special ways. Internal_Events may have
Observers associated with them , and rep resenting timing
requirements or other requirements that must be observed.
We will use the example with a simple distributed
application depicted in Figure 2 t o show the MAST2
elements related to the networks. The application has a
periodic task sending a message through a CAN bus to a
second task executing in a different processor, and its
model is shown in Figure 1. In the real-time situation view
we can see th e single end-to-end flow consisting of three
steps joined through the corresponding events, with the
first event defining the periodicity, and the last one with a
hard end-to-end deadline.

Other priority-based networks may need more complex
models. For instance, the RTEP_Network represents a
network that uses the RTEP protocol [3], which is a tokenpassing protocol with prioritized messages, that uses a twophase mechanism to send each information packet: a
priority arbitration phase and the transmission phase.
Network switches were n ot part of the original MAST
model, neither are defined in the MA RTE standard. We
will now introduce modelling elements to represent the
network switches and the cont ention inside them. To
support the A FDX networks we wi ll need to introduce a
special AFDX_Switch and the AFDX_Link, as a new kind
of network. Both will be described in Section 6.

3.

4.

Networks

A Network is a ki nd of Processing_Resource that
models a communication system specialized in the
transmission of messages among processors or net work
switches.
Figure 3 show s the class diag ram of t he networks in
MAST2. The main element th at represents a real-time
network is the Packet_Based_Network, which models a
network that uses some kind of real-time protocol based on
non-preemptible packets for sending mes sages. This
element can represent a networ k that supports priorities in
its standard protocol, such as th e CAN bus, and other
networks with no priorities such as the point-to-point
ethernet links tha t are used to connect CPUs
to/from
network switches.

Network Switches

A network switch is a communications subsystem that is
capable of establishing simu ltaneous connections between
a number of input networks and output networks. These
connections are establ ished on a per-message basis. In a
store and forward switch each message arriving at an input
port is stored in the switch’s internal memory. As t he
message carries information on its dest ination port, the
switch forwards this message to the output port, or to the
specified output ports in case of a multicas t or broadcast
message. The switch is capable of managing multiple such
connections simultaneously, through replicated hardware.
This ability allows a full usage of the available network
bandwidth, depending on the traffic source and destination
addresses.

pkg Model_Elem ents
Processing_Resource
Speed_Factor:Float=1.0

Synchronization_Source

0..1

Clock_Synchronization_Object

...
<<enumeration>>
Transm ision_Type
Network

SIMPLEX
HALF_DUPLEX

*

Throughput:Throughput=0

FULL_DUPLEX

Packed_Based_Netw ork

Driver_List

AFDX_Link

Transmission_Kind:Transmision_Type=HALF_DUPLEX

Max_Packet_Size:Bit_Count=MAXIMUM

Max_Blocking:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0

Min_Packet_Size:Bit_Count=MAXIMUM

Max_Packet_Size:Bit_Count=MAXIMUM

Max_HW_Tx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM

Min_Packet_Size:Bit_Count=MAXIMUM

Min_HW_Tx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM
Avg_HW_Tx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM
Max_HW_Rx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM

RTEP_Netw ork

Min_HW_Rx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM

Number_Of_Stations:Positive=MAXIMUM

Avg_HW_Rx_Latency:Time=MAXIMUM

Token_Delay:Time=0.0

Ethernet_Overhead:Bit_Count=160

Failure_Timeout:Time=MAXIMUM

Protocol_Overhead:Bit_Count=376

Token_Transmission_Retries:Natural=0
Packet_Transmission_Retries:Natural=0
Arbitration_Token_Size:Bit_Count=MINIMUM
Transmit_Token_Size:Bit_Count=MINIMUM

Figure 3. Network modelling elements

Driver
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Contention may occur in the switch when several
messages need to be forwarded to the same output port
concurrently. The switch usually manages a queue of
messages addressed at a specific output port. Some
switches manage this queue in FIFO order, and others may
use information contained in the message to prioritize the
queue.
New modelling elements ar e introduced in MAST2 to
model the tim ing effects introduced by network switches,
and in particular the worst-case behavior of the contention
in the output ports.
The Network_Switch (Figure 4) is an abstract
Processing_Resource that models a communication system
specialized in the transfer of messages among networks. It
is capable of delivering messages arriving at an input port
to one or more output ports.

pkg Model_Elem ents
Processing_Resource
Speed_Factor:Float=1.0
...
Synchronization_Source
0..1
Clock_Synchronization_Object

Network_Switch
Max_Fixed_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Avg_Fixed_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Min_Fixed_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Max_Variable_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Avg_Variable_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Min_Variable_Fork_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Max_Delivery_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Avg_Delivery_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Min_Delivery_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0

Regular_Sw itch

AFDX_Sw itch

Network_Router
Max_Fixed_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Avg_Fixed_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Min_Fixed_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Max_Variable_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Avg_Variable_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0
Min_Variable_Branch_Latency:Normalized_Execution_Time=0.0

The delivery of a m essage inside a switch is s pecified
through new sp ecial-purpose Message_Event_Handlers,
described in Figure 5. The Message_Delivery element represents a simple port-to-port delivery, while the
Message_Fork handler enables modelling multicast messages. The destination port or ports are implied in the message stream.
The Message_Delivery may contain scheduling parameters to define the priority used to res olve the contention at
the output port queue in the switch.
The attributes of the Network_Switch allow calculating
the overheads associated with the message delivery. Max/
Min/Average overheads are defi ned for t he delivery of a
message to a single destination port, and for the delivery to
multiple destinations through a Message_Fork handler.
This latter overhead has a fixed part and a variable part that
depends on the number of output ports.
A Regular_Switch is a concrete and sim ple switch in
which the output queues are assumed to work according to
the policy associated with the scheduling parameters of the
message delivery elements allocated to the
switch. For
instance, priority-based in case o f fixed-priority
parameters, or FIFO when no schedu ling parameters are
specified. The switch is assumed to have rou ting
information preconfigured, so there is no need for
additional network traffic originated by the switch.
MAST2 does not require defining the network topology,
since it is implicitly defined in the end-to-end flows.

5.

Network Routers

A Network_Router is an abstra ct specialization of the
Network_Switch that models a communication system
specialized in routing me ssages among networks. In
addition to the capabilities of a switch, the router is able to
route a message through a destination port that may be
dynamically obtained.
Routers support a new Message_Branch event handler,
which is capable of delivering a message to one output port
chosen form of a set of p ossible outputs. The overhead
model for t he Message_Branch handlers is si milar to the
model for message fork. It contains a fix ed latency and a
variable latency that d epends on the n umber of po ssible
output ports.
The class Regular_Router is a concrete and simple
router in which the outp ut queues are assum ed to work
according to the policy associated with the scheduling
parameters of the allocated message delivery elements.

Regular_Router

6.
Figure 4. Network switches and routers

Modelling AFDX Networks

AFDX (Avionics Full Duplex Switched Ethernet) is a
communications network defined in the ARINC-644, Part
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pkg Model_Elem ents
Event_Handler

Network_Switch

1

0..1

M essage_Event_Handler

Sw itch

Scheduling_Parameters

Sched_Params

...

1
Event

Message_Fork
Input_Event
1..*

<<enumeration>>
...

Delivery_Policy_Type

Output_Event_List

SCAN

1

Message_Delivery

RANDOM

Input_Event
...

1
Output_Event

Network_Router

1 {redefines Sw itch}

1

Message_Branch

Input_Event

Sw itch
Delivery_Policy:Delivery_Policy_Type=RANDOM
...

1..*
Output_Event_List

*

Output_Weight_List

<<primitive>>
Float

Figure 5. Message event handlers

7 standard [1] and based on the use of point to p oint full
duplex ethernet links and special purpose switches. The
routing of messages is p reconfigured so that there is n o
delay in the discovery of ro uting addresses through
network protocols that could interfere with the
transmission of application messages.
The AFDX network provides traffic regulation at the
sending end vi a Virtual Links, defined as conceptual
communication objects to establish a logical unidirectional
connection from one source end system to one or mo re
destination end system s having a dedicated maximum
bandwidth. Each virtual link (VL) is characterized by two
parameters used for traffic regulation: the largest Ethernet
frame (Lmax) in bytes, and the Band width Allocation Gap
(BAG), a power of the value 2 in the range [1,128]. The
BAG represents the minimum interval in milliseconds
between Ethernet frames transmitted on the VL.
Each virtual link has a FIFO queue for all the
fragmented packets to be transmitted through it. This queue
introduces contention that needs to be modelled and
analyzed to determine real-time schedulability.
The AFDX network is modelled in MAST2 through two
new elements: The AFDX_Link network, and the
AFDX_Switch.
An AFDX_Link (see Figure 3) represents a link between
a processor and/or a switch, allowing full duplex
communications. When a me ssage originated in a

processor traverses this link, it uses the new AFDX_Policy
scheduling policy. The Schedulable_Resources that may be
used on this link need to specify as Scheduling_Parameters
an object of the AFDX_Virtual_Link class, which describes
the corresponding Lmax and BAG parameters as it is shown
in Figure 6.
An AFDX_Switch is a concrete and simple switch
working according to the AFDX specification. The output
queues in the switch have two priorities. The priority may
be assigned in the model by specifying it in the scheduling
parameters of the Message_Delivery operation executed
inside the switch.
Figure 7 shows a partial view of the example described
in Figure 2 and Fi gure 1, focussing only on th e network
part, and assuming that instead of a CAN Bus we are using
pkg Model_Elem ents

Scheduling_Parameters

AFDX_Virtual_Link
LMax:Bit_Count=0
BAG:Time=MAXIMUM

Figure 6. Virtual Link Scheduling Parameters
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pkg Com ponent View

Platform view
Link1: AFDX_Link

Net_Sched: Prim ary_Scheduler

Throughput = 1e8

Policy = AFDX_Policy

Max_Delivery_Latency = 10e-6

Policy = AFDX_Policy

...

...

...

Host

...

Sw itch: AFDX_Sw itch

Scheduler

Net_Sched2: Prim ary_Scheduler

Sw itch

Link2: AFDX_Link
Host

Throughput = 1e8
...

Scheduler

Concurrent architecture view
Stream : Com m unication_Channel
Scheduling_Parameters

...

M1: AFDX_Virtual_Link

DEFAULT_COMMUNICATION_CHANNEL: Com m unication_Channel

LMax = 1200

...

BAG = 4e-3

Step_Schedulable_Resource

Step_Schedulable_Resource

Real-Tim e situation view
E2: Internal_Event

E22: Internal_Event

...

E23: Internal_Event

...
Input_Event

E3: Internal_Event

...

Output_Event

Input_Event

Output_Event

...
Input_Event

S1: Step

MD: Message_Delivery

S2: Step

...

...

...

Operations view

Output_Event

Step_Operation

Step_Operation
Data: Message
Max_Message_Size = 1600
...

Figure 7. Partial view of an end-to-end flow using an AFDX switch

an AFDX netwo rk with a switch and two AFDX links
communicating each CPU with the switch. No priority is
specified.

7.

Conclusions

In this paper we propose new modelling elements to
support network switches and routers and AFDX real-time
networks in th e timing models used to assess
the
schedulability of real-time distributed applications. These
elements, together with their associated analysis techniques
are being implemented in MAST2, and wil l be proposed
for a future versi on of the MARTE UML profile for realtime embedded systems.
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